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Abstract-- In this paper, we study the similar entropy solutions of the singular diffusion equation, 
Ou O f Ou \ 
at -~ 
with ~b(s) = s/~i'-'+~. These kinds of solutions have nonvertical jump lines. We establish the 
existence and uniqueness and also discuss ome properties of these kinds of solutions. © 2005 Else- 
vier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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, 
Consider the singular diffusion equation, 
Ot Ox -~x ' 
where 
INTRODUCTION 
(z, t) c R x (0, +c¢), (1.1) 
s ¢(s) = 
which can be regarded as a mathematical model of phase transition, and which has also geometric 
background and some other physical derivation, see, for example, [1-4]. Those special applications 
in physics and geometry elicit much attention and interest in the study of (1.1). It has been 
studied in a great number of papers (see [1-13] and references therein). Among those, the study 
is devoted to mostly classical solutions and weak solutions without strong discontinuities. By 
virtue of the practical background, strong discontinuities should be considered. It was Bertsch 
and Passo [1] and Passo [2] who studied a strongly degenerate parabolic equation which includes 
the equation (1.1) and established the existence and uniqueness ofentropy solutions of the Cauchy 
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problem. Let us first recall their formulation of entropy solutions. Choose BV~o¢(R x (0, +oo)) 
as the solution space, which is more natural for the discussion of solutions with discontinuities. 
For u E BVIoc(R x (0, +c~)), we notice that Ou can only be regarded as a regular measure with 
locally finite variation. So, the first thing we encounter is to explain reasonably the composition 
¢ (~x)" Basing on a special solution, Bertsch and Basso [1] identify such a composition ¢ (5"~)°u 
with a continuous function ~(x, t), in the sense that 
h---*O+ h ' 
for anyx  E R and t >_ 0. 
approximate limits of w(x, t) with x, respectively. 
solution of the form, 
Here the notations w~(x,t) and wZ(x,t) denote the right and left 
Indeed, Passo [2] mentioned a self-similar 
if x>0,  0<t<t0 ,  
if x<0,  0<t<t0 ,  
where 9 e C2((0, +oo)) f3 C([0, +c~)), 0 < g(~) < +c~ for 0 _< ~ < +oo, limg__.0+ g'(~) = -cx~, 
g(+c~) = g'(+c~) = 0, and to = 1/(492(0)). The self-similar solution is an entropy solution of 
the equation (1.1) with the initial data, 
1, if x > 0, 
u0(x )= 0, if x<0.  
¢(b~ ) can be obviously identified We point out that the self-similar solution u is discontinuous but o  
as a continuous function. In addition, the solution has only a vertical jump line {0} x [0, to). 
The purpose of the present paper is to seek possible similar solutions with nonvertical jump 
lines. To formulate our problem, assume u is a solution of (1.1) with discontinuity along a line 
P~ : x = A(t). Let ~, = (~/x, ~'t) be the normal vector to the jump line. Then, for any measurable 
subset S C F~ on this line, integrating (1.1) over S, we get that 
/s  (u +-  u-) u, dH= fs  (v~+ - k~-) u~dH, 
where w+(xo,to) and w-(xo,to) denote the approximate limits of w at the point (xo,to) e P~ 
from the sides of the half-planes (x - xo)u~ + (t - to)ut > 0 and (x - xo)u~ + (t - to)~t < 0 
respectively, and H, the Hausdorff measure. Owing to the arbitrariness of S C F~, we get the 
entropy equality, 
(u+ - u - )  ~t = (~+ - ~- )  ~ ,  V (x,t) ~r~.  (1.2) 
In particular, if • is continuous, then for any (x,t) C F~, we see that yt = 0. So, any solution 
defined by Bertsch and Passo [1] has only vertical jump line. In other words, for any solution u 
with nonvertical jump line, the composition ~b (~)  cannot be identified as a continuous function. 
It is natural and reasonable to identify the composition ¢ (~)  with a function ~(x, t), where 
~(.,t) E BVloc(]~), in the sense that 
~r (x ' t )= h-*o+lim ~ ( u(x + h't) - ur (x't) 
and 
~l (x,t) = lira ~b (u (x  + h't) - u~ (x't) ) 
h-*O- h ' 
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for any x • R and t >_ 0 (see [3]). According to the description, ¢ (-~) may be allowed to have 
discontinuous points. We give the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. A function u • BVloc(R x (0, +oo)) is said to be a BV solution of equation (1.1), 
if there exists a [unction ~ with above properties, such that for any 0 <_ ~ • C~°(R x (0, +co)) 
and any k • ]~, 
J (u,k,~) -- f f~  sgn(u -  k) { (u -  k) O~ - ~xx  } dXdt > 
x(O,+~) 
In the definition, the integral inequality which the solution u satisfies implies two facts: the 
first is that u satisfies the equation (1.1) in the sense of distribution, the second is that u satisfies 
the entropy conditions. 
Owing to the above consideration, we are seeking similar entropy solutions of the form 
(x , t )= vqg ~ , i f x>~0vq,  
(1.3) 
with jump lines ((x,t) : x = ~0v~, t > 0}, which are nonvertical, provided that ~0 ¢ 0. 
This paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we first deduce the ordinary differential equation 
which the similar entropy solutions hould satisfy and then present the main results of this paper. 
The proof is subsequently given in Section 3. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  AND MAIN RESULTS 
Assume u is a similar entropy solution with the form (1.3) and g(~0) = a ¢ 0. Let ~ = x/v~. 
Then, for ~ > ~0, 
Ou 1 Ou _ _ = g, (~). 
ot  2v~ (g (~) - ~g' (~)) '  Ox 
From equation (1.1), we get that g(~) should satisfy the ordinary equation, 
9" 1 (1+ g,~)3/2 = ~ (g - ~d) ,  ~0-  
The jump line of u is F~ = ((x, t) : x = ~ov/t, t > 0}. For any (x0, to) E F~, the normal vector 
of F~ at (xo,to) is v(Xo,to) = (1 /~) (2v~, -~0)  and 
u + (xo, to) = ~o~,  v+ (x0, to) = ¢ (g' (~o)), u -  (xo, to) = ~-  (xo, to) = 0. 
From the entropy equality (1.2), we see that 
¢ (g' (~o)) = ~o 
2 
Since the range of ¢(s) is (-1, 1), we have [a~ol < 2. On the other hand, assume g(~) is the 
solution of the equation, 
g,, 1 ( l+g,2)3/2(g_hg,) ~>~0 
with g(~0) = ~ and g'(~o) -- ¢ -1 ( -~o/2) ,  where a # 0, I~01 < 2, and ¢-1 is the inverse 
function of ¢. It is easy to prove that u(x, t) defined by (1.3) is just a similar entropy solution. 
Therefore, we have the following. 
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PROPOSITION 1. The equation (1.1) has a similar entropy solution with the form (1.3), if and 
only i ra ~ O, [a~0[ < 2, and g(~) is the global solution of the initial problem, 
9" ~ (1 + 9'~)~/~ (9 - ~ ' )  ~ > ~o, (~.~) 
9 (~o) = a, (2.2) 
9' (~o) - ~o ~ (~.3) 
For any t > 0 and x > (or/t, u(x, t) = v~g(() = x(g(~))/~, and limt_~o+ ~-- -boo. Considering 
the initial condition, the limit lim~-~+oo(g(~))/~ should exist, when the initial data is 
0, ~ if x _< 0, 
uo (x) = x lim~-++oo g--~) , if x > 0. 
Denote g(a, ~o; ~) the solution of the initial problem (2.1)-(2.3) and 
fl (a, ~o) -- lim ~--,+~ 
The main results of this paper are the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. For any o~ > O, there exists a constant ~o(a) E ( -2/~,0),  such that g(a,~0;~) is 
global existent on [~o, +oo) when ~o(a) < ~o < 2/a, while not global existent when -2 /a  < 
~o < ~o(~). Namely, equation (1.1) h~s a similar entropy solution with the form (1.3) if and 
only if ~o(~) < ~o < 2/~. Furthermore, Z(~,~o) is existent when ~o(~) < ~o < 2/~ and 
Z(~, ~o2) < Z(~, O) < Z(~, ~ol) for any ~o(~) < ~ol < 0 < ~o2 < 2/~. 
THEOREM 2. ~o(a) given in Theorem 1 is strictly increasing in c~ E (0, -boo) and fl(~, ~o) is 
strictly decreasing in ~o E (~o(a), 0) and strictly increasing in a E (0, -boo). In addition, for any 
a > 0, limeo__.~o+(~ ) ~(a,~o) = +oo. 
THEOREM 3. Let a > O. For any fl > fl(a,0), there exists a unique constant ~o E (~o(a),0), 
such that t3(a,~o) = fl, where ~o(a) is given in Theorem 1. Namely, for any fl > ~(a, 0), there 
exists a similar entropy solution with the form (1.3) for the Cauchy problem (1.1) with the initial 
data, 
[ 0, if x _ 0, 
U0 (~) 
fix, i fx >0. 
Furthermore, ~o is strictly decreasing in/3 E (fl(a, 0), -boo) and strictly increasing in a E (0, -boo). 
THEOREM 4. For any ~> 0 and ~0 e (~0(~),0], where ~o(~) is given in Theorem 1, g(~,e0;e) 
and g' (a, ~o; ~) are both strictly increasing on ~ E [~o, -boo), (g(a, ~0; ~))/~ is strictly decreasing 
in ~ c (0, +oo), and 
1 (1 + ~ (~, ~o)) 3/2 
( 1 ) 0, i f0<A<~ ' (2.4) 
lira e ~e g(~ 0;~) Z(~,¢0) = 1(1+/~(~,¢o) )~/2  
~-~+oo +oo, if A > ~ . 
REMARK 1. Noticing that g(a, ~o; ~) = -g ( -a ,  ~o; ~), we see that there are similar results for 
the case (x < 0. 
REMARK 2. Our results show that the solution of (1.1) is not necessarily continuous even if the 
initial data is continuous. 
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3. PROOF OF  THE MAIN RESULTS 
Set v(~) = (g(~))/~, w(~) = v'(~). Equation (2.1) is transformed to 
= =-  +a ~.  (3 .1 )  
Let ~ > 0 and the initial conditions be 
(3.2) 
It is easy to see that the solution of the initial problem (3.1),(3.2) can be given by 
f r  ~ 
v(() = a+ w(s) ds, {; } w(f )=bexp - p(s) ds , (3.3) 
where p(s) = (1/2s)(s2(1 + (sw + V)2) 3/2 -~- 4). 
PROPOSITION 2. The initial problem (3.1),(3.2) has a global solution (v(~), w(~)) on [% +c¢) 
and the limit lim~-~+~o v(~) exists. Furthermore, the limit lim¢-~+~ g'(~) exists and equals to 
lim~_~+~ v(~). 
PROOF. Since p(s) = (1/2s)(s2(1 + (sw + v)2) 3/2 + 4) > (1/2)s, we get that 
1~,(,')1 < Iblexp - 5 sds = Ibl e' ' /%-~/4, 
I~, (,')1 < I~1 + I~ (~)1 ds < I~1 + Ibl e~" /4 /  e-S /4 ds 
d'r 
from (3.3). Hence, the initial problem (3.1),(3.2) has a global solution on [% +oc). Since w(f) 
does not change sign on [v, +oc) and v(f) is bounded on IT, +CO), the limit lim~_~+o~ v(f) exists. 
Noticing that g'(f) = (fv(f))' = v( f )+fw(f )  and lim~_~+o~ ~w(f) = 0, we see that lim¢--.+o~ g'(~) 
exists and equals to lim~--.+oo v(f). The proof is complete. 
As a direct corollary of Proposition 2, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 1. For any c~ > 0 and 0 < f0 < 2/a, the initial problem (2.1)-(2.3) has a global 
solution g(~, ~0; ~) on [~o, +oc) and the limit lim~--.+oo(g(a, ~0; f))/~ exists. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume fl > f0 and g(f) is the solution of (2.1) on [f0,~l) with 
g (~o) - fog' (~o) > o. 
Then, 
g (¢) - ~ '  (~) > 0, g" (~) > 0, V~ ~ (~0,~1) • 
PROOF. We distinguish four cases to complete the proof. 
(i) The case ~o > 0. Let 
v (~) = g (~) , ~ (~) = v' (~). 
Similar to the proof of Proposition 2, we get that w(~) does not change sign on [~o, ~1), 
which implies that 
~(~) < o, 9 (~) -  Cg'(~) > o, v¢  e (¢o,6)  
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and 
1_ 2 3/2 
(~) = (~ (~))" = ~ (~) + ~ '  (~) = - d ( ~i + (~ + ~) ~ ~ (~) > 0, g" 
(ii) The ease ~o = 0. Since g E C~([0,~l)), we have 
(~) - ~g' (~) > o, 
for sufficiently small 0 < ~ < ~.  By the conclusion of (i), we see that 
Letting ~ -~ 0, we get the conclusion. 
(iii) The case ~1 - 0. The conclusion can be proved similar to the proof of (i). 
(iv) The case ~o < 0 < ~1. By the conclusion of (iii), we see that 
(~) - ~'  (~) > o, ~" (~) >_ 0, v~ ~ (~o, 0). 
Noticing that 
we have 
(~(¢)-~'(~))'=-~"(~) >0, v~ E (~o,0), 
(g (e) - ~g' (e))le=o > (g (e) - eg' (e))le=eo > 0. 
By the conclusion of (ii), we see that 
g (~) - ~'  (~) > 0, 
The proof is complete. 
Now, we consider the case ~o _< 0. 
g"(~) >0,  v~ e (0 ,~) .  
v~ e (~o,~). 
1(1+¢ ) (g (e ) -e¢(e) )>~g(& g,! (~) = 2 (~)2 3/2 O: ! , v ~ E [~o, o], 
we get that 
1 
g,2 (~) > g'-2 (~o) -~(~-¢o) '  v~E [~o,O]. 
Noticing that lim~o__.(_2/~)+ g'(~o) -- -boo, we see that there exists ~1 E (~o,0), such that 
lim~_~e i_ g'(~) = -boo when 2 /a  + ~o is sufficiently small. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 1. Let a > O, -21a < ~o < O, and g(~) be the solution of the initial problem (2.1)-(2.3). 
Then, 
(i) when -~o is sufficiently small, g(~) is global existent on [~o, +oo); 
(ii) when 2/a+~o is sufficiently small, there exists ~l E (~o, 0), such that lime_.e[ g'(f) = +oo. 
T~us, t~e solution g(~) i~ not global existent on [~0, +oo). 
PROOF. When -~0 is sufficiently small, noticing that lim~o_~O- g'(~o) = 0, from equation (2.1), 
it is easy to see that g is existent on [(o, T] for some sufficiently small z > 0. Thus, g can be 
extended to [~o, +oo) by Proposition 2. From 
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LEMMA 2. Assume -2 /a  < ~o <_ 0 and ~1 > ~0. Let g~(() and g2(~) satisfy equation (2.1) 
! 
gl (~0) > g2 (~0) > 0, g~ (~0) > g2 (~0) -]- 5 _____ 5 > 0. 
on [~0, ~)  and 
Then, 
g~ (~) > g~ (~) -b 5, V~ • [~0,~1). 
Furthermore, ff ~l = +oo, then 
lim gl (~) > lim g2_(~__~) + 6. 
~--,+oo ~ - ~--.+oo 
(3.4) 
PROOF. Assume (3.4) were invalid. Let 
= inf {~ 6 [~0, ~) :  g~ (~) -< g~ (~) + 5}. 
Then, ~0 < ~ < ~1, g~(~) = g~(~) + 6, and g~(~) > g~(~) + 5 for all ~0 _< ~ < ~- Thus, 
5) 
By Corollary 2 and equation (2.1), g~'(~) > g~'(~), which contradicts gi(~) = g~(~) + 6 and 
g~(~) > g~(~) +6 for all ~0 _< ~ < ~. Therefore, (3.4) holds. If~l = +oo, letting ~ -* +c~ in (3.4) 
and by Proposition 2, we get 
lim g l (~)_  lim g~(( )> lim g~(~)+6= lim g2(~) 
~-~+o~ ~ ~-~+oo ~-~+o~ ~-~+oo ~ + & 
The proof is complete. 
As a direct corollary of Lemma 2, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 3. COMPARISON PRINCIPLE. Let -2 /a  < ~01 < ~02 _< 0 and ~1 > ~02. Assume 
gl(~) ~']d g2(~) are  the solution8 o[ the initial problem (2.1)-(2.3) with ~o = ~ol and ~o = 
~o2, respectively, and are both existent on [~02,~1). Then, g'l(~) > g~(~) for all ~ 6 [~02,~1). 
Furthermore, if ~l = +oo, then lim~-~+oo(gx(~))/~ > limf-~+oo(g2(~))/~. 
LEMMA 3. Let 7. > O, z > O, gl(~), and g2(~) satisfy equation (2.1), g1(7.) > g2(7.) > O, and 
g'~ (~) > g~ (~) + 5 >_ 5 > o, v~ e [7., 7. + ~]. 
Then, 
and 
PROOF. 
~5 g' - -  V~¢ > T, (3.5) 
7"+ 
lira a l (~)> lira a~(~) E5 ¢--*+~ ~ - ¢._,+~ - -~ + --.7.+~ 
Assume (3.5) were invalid. Let 
= inf ~ > 7.: gl (~) -< g~ (~) + 7 -~ " 
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Then, ~-+ ~ < ~ < +co, gi(~) = g~(~)÷ ~5/(~+E), and gi(~) > g~(~)+ ~/ (~+~)  for all 
r+e<~<~.  Thus, 
l 
r+e 
> g2 (7) ÷ (g~ (S) + 5) ds 
J T  
By Corollary 2 and equation (2.1), g~(~) > g~'(~), which contradicts g~(~) = g~(~) + zh/('t ÷ z), 
and g~(() > g~(~) +zh/ ( r÷z)  for all ~-+z < ~ < ~. Therefore, (3.5) holds. Letting ~ --* +co 
in (3.5) and by Proposition 2, we get 
, e5 = lim g2(~) e5 lim gl(~) _ lim gl(~) >~li~c g2(~)+ 7~e ~- .+~- - -~- -+T-~"  
~-~+oo ~ ~-~+oo -- 
The proof is complete. 
Now, we prove the theorems. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. For any c~ > 0, let 
~0 (~) ---- inf {~0 e ( -2/~,  0]: g (~, ~0; ~) global exists on [~o, +co)} • 
By Lemma 1, -2/c~ < ~0 (c~) < 0. According to the continuity of solution to initial, g(a, ~0 (c~); ~) is 
not global existent. From Proposition 3and the definition of ~o (c~), we see that g(a, ~o; ~) is global 
existent on [~0, +co) when ~0(c~) < ~0 -< 0, while not global existent when -2 /~ <: ~o ~ ~o(~). 
By Corollary 1, g(a,~0;~) is global existent on [~0, +co! when 0 < ~0 < 2/~. 
Proposition 2 implies that fl(c~, ~0) is existent when ~0(c~) < ~0 < 2/~. Let ~o(C~) < ~0~ < 0 < 
~o2 < 2/~. By Proposition 3, we get that f~(~, ~o~) >/~(~, 0). By Corollary 2, g"(~, 0; ~) > 0 in 
(0, ÷co). Since g(~, 0; 0) = ~ > 0 and g'(~, 0; 0) -- 0, we get 
~' (~,0;~0~) > 0 > ~'(~,~o~;~o~), ~(~,0;~0~) > ~ = ~(~,~0~;~0~). 
By Lemma 3, we can get that fl(c~, 0) > fl(c~, ~o2). The proof is complete. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The monotone properties of ~0(c~) and/~(c~, 0) can be obtained irectly 
from Lemma 2 and Proposition 3. 
Now, we prove that lim~o_~o+(, ) f~(~,~o) = +co. Assume that the result were invalid. Since 
~(~, ~o) is strictly decreasing in ~0 e (~o(a), 0], ~3(a, ~0) is uniformly bounded in ~0 e (~0(a), 0]. 
Thus, g(c~,~0;0) and g'((~,~0;0) are uniformly bounded in ~o ~ (~o,0]. By the continuity of 
solution to initial, g(~, ~o((~); ~) is existent on [~0(~), 0] and so on [~0(c~), ÷co) by Proposition 2, 
which contradicts Theorem 1. The proof is complete. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. For fixed c~ > 0, let 
By Proposition 3 and Theorem 2, ~0 < ~0 < 0. Assume that f~(c~,~o) ~ ft. Denote (f -- 
(1/5)]fl(c~, ~o) -/~1. From the proof of Proposition 2, for any ~o • (~o(a), 0), 
g (c~,~o;~) - fl (~,~0) < (g (c~,~0; 1) -g ' (c~,~oi l ) )eVaf  +~e-s~/4ds, V~ >_ 1. 
Je 
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Choose 41 > 1, such that (g(a,~o;1)-  g'(a,¢o;1))el/af:C~e-~/ads <_5. By the continuity 
of solution to initial, there exists a constant 0 < ~ < min(~0 - ~0(a),-~o), such that when 
I¢o-¢oI <,1, 
g' (c~,4o; 1)- g' (cl,<~o; 1) 4- .(o,~o~ 1)-.  (<.Co; 01 _~ ~ (o,~o; 0 - . '  (o,~o; O, 
and 
<5. 
¢1 41 
Then, when l¢o -¢o l  < n, 
- 41 
+ ¢~ ¢1 + ¢: ,~ 
<25÷5÷25=55= ~(a ,~0) -~ ,
which contradicts the definition of ~o. Thus, ~(c~, ~o) = ;3. The uniqueness and the monotone 
property of ~o can be obtained irectly from Theorem 2. The proof is complete. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. Let a > 0 and ~0 E (~o(a),0]. The monotone properties of g(a,~0;{) 
and g'(a, ~o; ~) can be obtained irectly from Corollary 2, while that of (g(a, ~0; ~))/{ follows the 
proof of Proposition 2. 
Now, we prove (2.4). From the proof of Proposition 2, we see that for any { > ~1 > 0, 
g(c~,4o;~) f~(a,4o) : v(4) -¢~mv(4)  = - w(t)dt -- -w(41) exp - dr, 
where 
v (¢) = g (~' ¢o; 4) 
¢ ' 
(¢) = v' (¢) = ~g' (~' ¢o; ¢~ g (~, ¢o; ¢), 
p(s )=~ss  s2 ) +4 =~s s2 2 \3/2 
Assume 0 < A < (1/4)(1÷fl2(~, 40)) 3/2. Since lim¢_.+c~ g'(c~, ~0; ~) -- lim¢__.+~ v(~) : fl(c~, ~0), 
there exists ~1 > 0 such that (1 + g'(a,~o;~l)2) 3/2 > 4A. Since g'(~,40;4) is strictly increasing 
on ¢ e [~0, +c<)), 
p (s) > 21 (1 ÷ g' (a, 4o; ¢1) 2) 3/2s, V s _> ¢1. 
Using the above inequality and noticing that -W(~l) > 0, we see that for any ~ > 41, 
{/; ) g(a'4°;~) /3(a,~o) =-W(~l )  exp - p(s) ds dt 
< --W ((1) [o~ sds dt 
1 
---- -w  (¢1) exp 4 (t2 -- ¢12) > dr, 
which implies the first limit of (2.4). 
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Assume )~ > (1/4)(1 +/32(~,~0))3/2. Since 0 < g'(a,~0; ~) </3 for all ~ E [~0, +oo), 
2 
p(s) < Vs> 0. 
Using the above inequality and noticing that -W(~l) > 0, we see that for any ~ > ~1, 
g //{// } /3(~,~0)-----W(~l) exp - ,P(s)  ds dt 
s ds + - ds dt > -w (~1) exp 2 1 1 s i 
: -w(~l )  ~exp 4 (t2-~12) dt, 
which implies the second limit of (2.4). The proof is complete. 
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